


Goals for Today

!  Agree on process for developing a plan for 
improved communication of BOG data to the 
public

!  Obtain feedback on Portal enhancements
!  Informational updates
!  Decision on general scope of sampling for 2016



Desired Outcome
!  A draft plan for enhancing communication, or a 

process for developing such a plan 



!  SWAMP and others have generated data faster 
than OEHHA can keep up with

!  Desire to make SWAMP information available to 
the public in a timely manner, sometimes in 
advance of a full advisory

!  Real communication to the public requires 
distilling complicated information (differences by 
species, contaminant, omega 3’s, human 
subpopulations, regulatory thresholds) into a 
message that is as simple as possible – the 
current BOG presentations don’t work for the 
public



!  Protect public health by distributing information 
to the public in a timely manner

!  Provide clear, simple, and consistent messages 
– minimize confusion on this complicated topic
•  Be consistent with existing and future 

consumption advice

!  Coordination and integration across agencies



!  Develop a new scheme for presenting BOG data 
to the public
•  Other schemes can be used for other audiences 

(e.g., Water Board staff doing 303(d) listing and 
TMDL writing)

!  The scheme can apply to the Portal, fact sheets, 
and other products that target the public

!  Begin with the Portal, then Clean Lakes  fact 
sheet



!  Based on ATLs – not water quality objectives, 
not FCGs

!  No more “stoplight” or “pseudo-stoplight” dots
!  Click on a location to get the data and some 

kind of qualitative binning (e.g., “higher” or 
“lower”) – exact approach will be developed



Desired Outcome
!  Obtain feedback on the new interface



!  Sampling update (bass lakes, regional work, other?) – 
Gary

!  Sample processing and data management update – 
Autumn

!  CEDEN tissue data - no new data available as of 11/25
!  Clean Lakes report timeline: last data coming in soon; 

draft report in March, final in May
!  Western North America Mercury Synthesis – Jay
!  Reservoir TMDL and statewide objective?
!  Other updates



Desired Outcome
!  Decision on whether to pursue option 2, 3, 4, or 

some other option.  The next step would be 
writing a detailed sampling plan. 







1.  Revisit missed lakes from 2015 – must do
2.  New bass lakes
3.  Intensified sampling of trout lakes
4.  2/3 combo



Issue
!  Mercury is likely to be high enough to impair the 

fishing beneficial use in many of California’s 
9,000 lakes that have not yet been sampled. 

Information Need
!  Screening of the highest priority unsampled 

bass lakes.



Key Advantages
!  Supports long-term strategy of bringing reservoir 

operators to the regulatory table to support 
monitoring

!  Supports management of impaired reservoirs
!  Supports protection of public health



!  Average cost per lake ~ $8500
•  Same basic design as 2007-8

!  Mercury and organics

•  Includes small fish

!  Could sample 42 lakes
!  Draft list of 28 lakes based on Stienstra        

(==> $238K)
!  Will seek input from the regions on the list



Issue
!  Many water bodies that have been screened 

have low pollutant concentrations, but have not 
been sampled thoroughly enough to provide 
confident characterization of status. 

Information Need
!  More thorough sampling of these water bodies 

to definitively characterize status.



Key Advantages
!  Addresses a significant information gap 

remaining for lakes and reservoirs: false 
negatives

!  Supports water quality management of impaired 
reservoirs

!  Supports protection of public health
!  Supports long-term strategy of bringing reservoir 

operators to the regulatory table to support 
monitoring



!  Average cost per lake ~ $9000
•  Mercury
•  Organics?
•  Includes small fish

!  Could sample 40 lakes
!  Need input from the regions to select priority 

trout lakes
!  Could also include lower elevation lakes where 

we didn’t get bass 



Methylmercury 
in Sport Fish 



Hatchery Releases, 2011 (page 1 of 137) 



“Trout Lakes” from the 2007/8 Survey (n=91) 



Comparison of Results from Lakes Survey 
and Wildlife Study 





















!  Let the Regions select lakes to fill information 
gaps

!  Possibly allocate more to address trout lake 
information gap 



!  Sampling to support advisory 
development

!  Intensify bass lake sampling – more data 
on the “good girls”

!  Additional Portal development
!  Comprehensive analysis of 

physicochemical, biological, and 
landscape factors that likely contribute to 
spatiotemporal variation in 
methylmercury



Desired Outcome
!  Decision on whether to pursue option 2, 3, 4, or 

some other option.  The next step would be 
writing a detailed sampling plan. 




